Fiction

Clap When You Land by Elizabeth Acevedo *
With the Fire on High by Elizabeth Acevedo *
This Is Why They Hate Us by Aaron H. Aceves *
The Closest I’ve Come by Fred Aceves *
The New David Espinoza by Fred Aceves *
Indivisible by Daniel Aleman
Before Takeoff by Adi Alsaid
Julieta & the Romeos by Maria E. Andreu
Scout’s Honor by Lily Anderson *
Undead Girl Gang by Lily Anderson
The Making of Yolanda La Bruja by Lorraine Avila *
Everything Within & In Between by Nikki Barthelmess *
Secrets of the Moon Conch by David Bowles & Guadalupe García McCall
Historically Inaccurate by Shay Bravo
Breakup from Hell by Ann Dávila Cardinal *
Five Midnights by Ann Dávila Cardinal
Salt & Sugar by Rebecca Carvalho *
¡Viva Lola Espinoza! by Eva Cerón
Flirting with Fate by J.C. Cervantes
The House on Mango Street by Sandra Cisneros *
Labyrinth Lost by Zoraida Córdova *

* Available via Hoopla or Libby | # Disponible en Hoopla, Libby, o la biblioteca
^ Available in CD audiobook
Fiction (cont.)

Reclaim the Stars, ed. by Zoraida Córdova *
Saint Juniper’s Folly by Alex Crespo
Does My Body Offend You? by Mayra Cuevas & Marie Marquardt
Salty, Bitter, Sweet by Mayra Cuevas *
Mexican Whiteboy by Matt de la Peña *
We Were Here by Matt de la Peña *
Borderless by Jennifer De Leon
Don’t Ask Me Where I’m From by Jennifer De Leon
Diamond Park by Philippe Diederich *
Rima’s Rebellion by Margarita Engle
Wings in the Wild by Margarita Engle
Pedro & Daniel by Federico Erebia *
The Tenth Girl by Sara Faring
Alondra by Gina Femia
American Road Trip by Patrick Flores-Scott *
Lobizona by Romina Garber
Ander & Santi Were Here by Jonny Garza Villa
Fifteen Hundred Miles from the Sun by Jonny Garza Villa
How Moon Fuentez Fell in Love with the Universe by Raquel Vasquez Gililand *
Sia Martinez & the Moonlight Beginning of Everything by Raquel Vasquez Gililand *

* Available via Hoopla or Libby | # Disponible en Hoopla, Libby, o la biblioteca
^ Available in CD audiobook
Fiction (cont.)

High Spirits by Camille Gomera-Tavarez *
Once Upon a Quinceañera by Monica Gomez-Hira *
Valiant Ladies by Melissa Grey *
Unseelie by Ivelisse Housman *
The Lost Dreamer by Lizz Huerta *
Together We Burn by Isabel Ibañez
Woven in Moonlight by Isabel Ibañez
All of Us with Wings by Michelle Ruiz Keil *
Summer in the City of Roses by Michelle Ruiz Keil *
An Appetite for Miracles by Laekan Zea Kemp
Somewhere Between Bitter & Sweet by Laekan Zea Kemp *
Meet Cute Diary by Emery Lee *
Living Beyond Borders, edited by Margarita Longoria
Tigers, Not Daughters by Samantha Mabry *
Fat Chance, Charlie Vega by Crystal Maldonado *
No Filter & Other Lies by Crystal Maldonado *
Ophelia After All by Racquel Marie *
You Don’t Have a Shot by Racquel Marie *
Parrot in the Oven: Mi Vida by Victor Martinez *
Like a Love Song by Gabriela Martins
Here the Whole Time by Vitor Martins *
This Is Our Place by Vitor Martins *

* Available via Hoopla or Libby | # Disponible en Hoopla, Libby, o la biblioteca
^ Available in CD audiobook
Fiction (cont.)

* Echoes of Grace by Guadalupe García McCall
  * Lakelore by Anna-Marie McLemore *
  * Yaqui Delgado Wants to Kick Your Ass by Meg Medina *#
  * Miss Meteor by Tehlor Kay Mejia & Anna-Marie McLemore *
  * We Set the Dark on Fire by Tehlor Kay Mejia *
  * Barely Missing Everything by Matt Mendez *
  * Furia by Yamile Saied Méndez

* Our Shadows Have Claws, edited by Yamile Saied Méndez & Amparo Ortiz *
  * Sanctuary by Paola Mendoza & Abby Sher
  * This Is How We Fly by Anna Meriano
  * Where I Belong by Marcia Argueta Mickelson *
  * The Victoria in My Head by Janelle Milanes
  * The Immortal Boy by Francisco Montaña Ibáñez *#
  * Don’t Date Rosa Santos by Nina Moreno *#
  * Our Way Back to Always by Nina Moreno *
  * Just Your Local Bisexual Disaster by Andrea Mosqueda *
  * Nocturna by Maya Montayne *

* A Cuban Girl’s Guide to Tea & Tomorrow by Laura Taylor Namey *
  * Holly Hernández & the Death of Disco by Richie Narvaez *
  * Thirty Talks Weird Love by Alessandra Narváez Varela *#
  * The Wicked Bargain by Gabe Cole Novoa *
  * Ballad & Dagger by Daniel José Older *

* Available via Hoopla or Libby | # Disponible en Hoopla, Libby, o la biblioteca
  ^ Available in CD audiobook
Fiction (cont.)

Shadowshaper by Daniel José Older *
Blazewrath Games by Amparo Ortiz *
Each of Us a Desert by Mark Oshiro *
Into the Light by Mark Oshiro *
How to Build a Heart by Maria Padian *
What’s Coming to Me by Francesca Padilla *
Rubi Ramos’s Recipe for Success by Jessica Parra *
Out of Darkness by Ashley Hope Pérez *
The Last 8 by Laura Pohl *
Gabi, a Girl in Pieces by Isabel Quintero *
The Truth Is by NoNieqa Ramos *
The Lesbiana's Guide to Catholic School by Sonora Reyes *
The Luis Ortega Survival Club by Sonora Reyes *
We Light Up the Sky by Liliam Rivera *
Where We Go from Here by Lucas Rocha *
When Reason Breaks by Cindy L. Rodriguez
The Ghosts of Rose Hill by R.M. Romero
Aristotle & Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe by Benjamin Alire Sáenz *
The Inexplicable Logic of My Life by Benjamin Alire Sáenz *
I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter by Erika L. Sánchez *
The Moonlit Vine by Elizabeth Santiago

* Available via Hoopla or Libby | # Disponible en Hoopla, Libby, o la biblioteca
^ Available in CD audiobook
Fiction (cont.)

More Happy than Not by Adam Silvera *

They Both Die at the End by Adam Silvera *

Beneath the Citadel by Destiny Soria *

Fire with Fire by Destiny Soria *

I Am Not Alone by Francisco X. Stork *

Marcelo in the Real World by Francisco X. Stork *

Breathe & Count Back from Ten by Natalia Sylvester *

Running by Natalia Sylvester *

Secrets of the Casa Rosada by Alex Temblador *

Cemetery Boys by Aiden Thomas *

The Sunbearer Trials by Aiden Thomas *

All These Monsters by Amy Tintera *

The Q by Amy Tintera

Burn Down, Rise Up by Vincent Tirado *

Saints of the Household by Ari Tison *

The Turning Pointe by Vanessa L. Torres

We Are Not from Here by Jenny Torres Sanchez *

The Memory Index by Julian Ray Vaca *

Brighter than the Moon by David Valdes

Spin Me Right Round by David Valdes *

When We Make It by Elisabet Velasquez *

Lulu & Milagro’s Search for Clarity by Angela Velez *

* Available via Hoopla or Libby | # Disponible en Hoopla, Libby, o la biblioteca
^ Available in CD audiobook
Fiction (cont.)

* The Grief Keeper by Alexandra Villasante
Small Town Monsters by Diana Rodriguez Wallach
This Train Is Being Held by Ismée Williams *
Under This Forgetful Sky by Lauren Yero
The Everything I Have Lost by Sylvia Zéleny *
Boys of the Beast by Monica Zepeda
Pride by Ibi Zoboi *

Nonfiction

* Men of the 65th by Talia Aikens-Nuñez *
Feathered Serpent, Dark Heart of Sky by David Bowles #
Wild Tongues Can't Be Tamed, edited by Saraciea J. Fennell
Concrete Kids by Amyra León
Food-Related Stories by Gaby Melian
Enrique's Journey by Sonia Nazario *#
Punching Bag by Rex Ogle *
The Other Side by Juan Pablo Villalobos *

* Available via Hoopla or Libby | # Disponible en Hoopla, Libby, o la biblioteca
^ Available in CD audiobook
Teens

Graphic Novels

Frontera by Julio Anta
Blackwater by Jeannette Arroyo & Ren Graham
La Voz de M.A.Y.O. Tato Rambo, Vol. 1 by Henry Barajas *
Amazona by Canizales
I'm a Wild Seed by Sharon De La Cruz
Season of the Bruja by Aaron Durán
Voces sin fronteras by the Latin American Youth Center #
Codex Black, Book 1 by Camilo Moncada Lozano
Suncatcher by Jose Pimienta
Photographic by Isabel Quintero
Unearthed by Lilliam Rivera *
America, Vol. 1 by Gabby Rivera *
Juliet Takes a Breath by Gabby Rivera
Northranger by Ray Terciero
Dodge City by Josh Trujillo *
America Chavez: Made in the USA by Kalinda Vazquez *

* Available via Hoopla or Libby | # Disponible en Hoopla, Libby, o la biblioteca
^ Available in CD audiobook